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Out & About

Upcoming!

On January 10 - 11, 2018,
visit AME along
with Pruftechnik in booth
#328 & #229 at the Refit
International Exhibition &
Conference at the Broward
County Convention Center.
This is the third year AME will
be displaying at the show.
We will alo be conducting two
live demos on both days. The
topics include "Streamlining
Cardan Shaft Alignment
Using the Rotalign Touch" and
"Listen & Learn with
Pruftechnik: Vibguard,
Vibxpert II & Sonochek"
"AME is at the forefront of

What's AME Up To
Maritime Reporter &
Engineering
News recently highlighted
AME's President, Rich
Merhige, in there Voices
section. The feature touched
on AME's 25th Anniversary
and the milestones
accomplished throughout
the years. Click to read
"The 'Voices' interview section in Maritime Reporter &
Engineering News (www.MarineLink.com) - the largest
circulation b2b maritime publication in the world - features
exclusive insights from C-Suite executives at leading
maritime industry companies from around the world."
Greg Trauthwein, Vice President, New Wave Media.

In November, AME displayed for the 8th year in a
row at the Fort
Lauderdale
International
Boatshow/FLIBS in
the American Yacht
Pavilion with US
Superyacht
Association from
November 1-5. The AME team had a great
time reconnecting with clients and meeting new

technology and innovation in
the refit industry. The live
demonstrations produced by
AME at the Refit Show will give
attendees a better
understanding of what's
possible in modern yachts."
Ray Clark, Sales, Refit

From December 11 - 15, AME
headed to Bonita Springs for the
32nd International
Maintenance
Conference/IMC. As
PRUFTECHNIK's
Florida distributor, we were
invited to display with them and
be part of the SONOCHECK
debut.

AME's Technical Sales
Representative, Rolando Mattar,
joined PRUFTECHNIK at the
International Machine
Vibration Analysis Condition
Monitoring
Conference/IMVAC from
November 6-9, making
it AME's first visit to the vibration
and condition monitoring
conference. He represented AME
as PRUFTECHNIK's Florida
Distributor while taking in the
sights and sounds of the latest
technologies in the world of
industrial condition monitoring.

AME celebrated the holidays and

people in the industry.
The team hit the docks with
AME's new t-shirt inspired
by our new title as
PRUFTECHNIK's
Florida Authorized
Distributor. We can't wait
for FLIBS 2018!

AME had a very successful IWBS in
New Orleans.Our President,
Rich Merhige, presented on the topic "Maintenance
Planning: From Condition Mon
itoring to Dry Dock to Post
Survey." We had a lot of
great feedback from the
presentation. Rich even
made it on the Workboat
Show Daily newsletter!
Until next year NoLa!

Meet AME's Newest Team Members!
Jeremy Short joined AME in 2017 as a Hydraulic
Technician. He is responsible for the installation,
troubleshooting, and repair of hydraulic systems and
components, while also assisting with mechanical duties. As
a previous Hydraulic Supervisor and Hydraulic Technician,
Jeremy brings to AME over
17
years of experience in
Hydraulics. His expertise
ranges from managing a
team of hydraulic
technicians, rebuilding
hydraulic cylinders and
valves, to restoring cranes,
bow thrusters, gangways,
and much more.
Read more
"I am proud to bring my 17 years of experience in
hydraulics to the AME team. The support, experience, and
education of the AME crew, with the cutting-edge
technology and top of the line equipment available to us,
allows us to do our jobs more proficiently. I have worked
for a lot of companies big and small, and AME is by far the
most professional, and organized company I've been
with." Jeremy, Lead Hydraulic Technician, AME.

Peter Charbonnet was recruited by AME in September
of 2017 as a Field Service
Engineer. Prior to joinng the
team, he was port engineer for a
US Navy high-speed transport
vessel, where he had
previously been an assistant.
Peter earned a bachelor's of
science in marine engineering
and technology and has a USCG
3rd A/E license.

the culmination of a great year on
December 9th at the Bahia Mar
Marina & Hotel. We were
treated to a private VIP reception
& viewing of the 2017 Winterfest
boat parade. The team then
headed to the Harbor Lights
ballroom for dinner and finished
the evening with ugly Christmas
sweater cookie decorating!

"Working at AME is challenging and each day is unique."
Peter Charbonnet, Field Service Engineer, AME.

Continuing with the growth of AME's welding and fabrication
department, Robert Chase was brought onto the AME's
team in September, 2017.
Robert also SMAW 6G
certified. Prior to joining AME,
Robert held a welding and
mechanic position at petroleum
equipment company. In
Robert's position, he will also
assist on machining projects
and serve as a mechanic.
"I'm always learning
something new everyday. I have the best co-workers and
a great working environment here at AME." Rober Chase,
Welder, AME

Marine News

Our President, Richard Merhige
& Technical Sales
Representative, Rolando Mattar,
attended PRUFTECHNIK's
annual sales meeting in Texas
from October 11 - 13! During the
event, they were able to meet
with PRUFTECHNIK
team members and fellow
distributors while attending
seminars to learn about new
upcoming equipment, like the
SONOCHECK and
VIBSCANNER.
"Working with AME in 2017 has
expanded our business in
Florida, and given our team the
opportunity to work with, and
learn from a long-time
customer and power-user, and
a true industry pro, Rich
Merhige. We're proud to be
represented by the entire AME
team and look forward to
another successful year
ahead." Tim English, Managing
Director, PRUFTECHNIK, North
America.

Earlier in November, AME performed a full hydraulic
decontamination on a 121' Christensen. Our lead
hydraulic technician discovered that there had been a
salt intrusion in the hydraulic system due to the
hydraulic heat exchange failing. The only way to
remove the salt correctly from the system was to
completely drain it by removing all components, flush
lines with fresh water, dry with mineral spirits, then coat
with oil to keep from flash rusting. After all the
components were cleaned and new parts reinstalled
we set pressure regulators and system reliefs back to
the builder's specs.

In the spirit of giving back this
holiday season the AME team
rounded up full box of new toys to
donate to the Children's
Diagnostic & Treatment
CenterAnnual Toy Drive.
Thankfully the center received a
tremendous amount of toys and
our Marketing
Coordinator, Joanna Ramirez,
spent some time volunteering to
help organize the gifts for the
children.

On October 18th, the AME
Team attended a SNAME event
at the University of Miami's
Rosenstiel School of Marine &
Atmospheric Science. Our
longtime client, Richard R.
Behn, managing director of R/V
Walton Smith gave a captivating
presentation about his experience
in marine operations, particularly
with NOAA. We had a blast
connecting with other marine
engineers and naval architects!

Central Hydraulic Distribution Block

Industrial News

Earlier in September, one of our Field Serivce
Engineers headed out to a water pumping station in the
Bahamas to perform a laser alignment on six pumps to
their respective motors using the Pruftechnik
Rotalign Touch Laser Alignment System. The
measurements were taken by rotating the shafts over a
70-degree angle or greater with a laser emitter and
receiver mounted. After the measurements were
collected our engineer was then able to make vertical
and horizontal corrections to bring the alignment into
balance. We then finished the job by installing brand
new couplings.

AME's CAO, Christine
Battles advocates for educating the
younger generation about our
exciting industry by sitting on
the Marine Industries
Association of South
Florida's/MIASF Education &
Work Force Committee. Through
the Committee's outreach, AME
was introduced to Atlantic
Technical College and Technical
High School/ATC. Through the
connection a class of 8 students,
along with their teachers from ATC
visited AME's shop at LMC where
they were given a tour of our mac
hine shop, Read more

Alignment Before

Alignment After

Final Thought

AME was recently featured in the online video series,
Salty Jobs, produced by MIASF. On this episode our
Field Service Engineer, Tony, conducted a Vibration
Analysis on a 50m+ yacht where Sean, the host, was
able to join in on collecting the data.
"I had a great day working with the AME team learning
about vibration analysis equipment and how to use it."
Sean Smith, Host, Salty Jobs
Watch Episode 9 Now

We wish you Happy Holidays and a prosperous New Year.
AME is closed;
Monday, December 25th - Christmas
Monday, January 1st - New Year
Available for emergency calls made to 1-866-377-0770 and 954 764 2678
Offices will re-open;
Tuesday, December 26th at 7:30 AM
Tuesday, January 2nd at 7:30 AM.

Vibration, Noise & Alignment Specialists
All Running Gear Services
Headquarters: 217 SW 28th Street, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33315
Second Machine Shop: Lauderdale Marine Center Contractor Shed #4 (East Yard)

Teresa@AMEsolutions.com
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